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LE TG Agenda

Tuesday 1:00-6 p.m.

1. Opening of the LE TG Sessions
2. Revision and approval of the LE TG Agenda
3. Approval of the Minutes for Session #40 – doc. IEEE 802.16h-05/026
4. Input contributions discussion and approval
   - Accept two late contributions: C802.16h-06/007, C802.16h-06/008
6. Editorial issues – Shawn Wu
7. CTS Ad-Hoc – John Sidor
8. Order of presentation
   – C802.16-06/005r1 – Considerations on profile issue
   – C802.16-06/008 – Interference scenarios in 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz UNII band
   – C802.16-06/006 – Community definition
   – C802.16-06/003 – CTS Usage in Sync Ad-Hoc networks
LE Task Group Agenda – Contributions - 2

• C802.16-06/001 Technical and editorial amendment of 802.16-2004
• C802.16-06/004r1 Initialization scenario case study on interference situation
• C802.16-06/009 Clarification on credit tokens based co-existence resolution and negotiation protocol
• C802.16-06/007 Comments on the Working Document – Session #41
LE Task Group Agenda - last

8. Elements for the next Call for contributions

9. A.O.B.

10. Close the meeting

Note: the schedule may be changed, for better time usage